What are the criteria for response to cachexia treatment?
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Abstract: The treatment of cancer cachexia remains an unmet medical need. One of the barriers to the development and approval of effective interventions has been the lack of agreement on the proper endpoints for study. The international consensus definition of cancer cachexia focuses on 3 major components of the syndrome. This includes altered body composition characterized specifically by loss of skeletal muscle mass. The muscle loss in turn is a result of negative protein and energy balance secondary to reduced food intake and abnormal metabolism. The result of muscle loss is progressive functional impairment. The assessment of interventions for cancer cachexia should include measures of all 3 components of cancer cachexia. For patients with cancer cachexia, body composition measurements of lean body mass (LBM) and fat mass may be best determined by CT imaging. Nutritional endpoints and measures of metabolism can be quite complex. However, change in appetite and body weight remain extremely useful measures of clinical benefit. The most controversial area relates to assessment of physical function. While stair climb power, 6-minute walk, hand grip strength and other measures have been used in clinical trials, none of them have shown consistent benefit that correlates with change in LBM. While we have much to learn about the inter-relationship between muscle mass and muscle function, improvement in physical function may be best measured by patient reported outcomes. Ongoing and future clinical trials in cancer cachexia should assess all 3 domains, which will improve our understanding of this syndrome and ultimately lead to better treatment options for our patients.
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Introduction

Currently there are no agents approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of cancer cachexia. While there are many factors that contribute to this, certainly part of the issue has been lack of consensus on what the proper endpoints might be for clinical trials and the need for regulatory guidance to help us move the field forward (1). As a result, promising agents have fallen short of approval in large phase III trials. Despite the huge unmet medical need, investment in this field of study has suffered by a lack of a clear pathway to approval.

One of the barriers to the study of cachexia was the lack of a commonly accepted definition until the International Consensus Conference, led by Ken Fearon (2). This international consensus group developed the following definition: “Cancer cachexia is defined as a multifactorial syndrome characterized by an ongoing loss of skeletal muscle mass (with or without loss of fat mass) that cannot be fully reversed by conventional nutritional support and leads to progressive functional impairment. Its pathophysiology is characterized by negative protein and energy balance driven by a variable combination of reduced food intake and abnormal metabolism”.

This definition has been widely accepted in the cachexia community and has been quite helpful in focusing attention on common aspects of the syndrome, including muscle loss and change in body composition, impaired nutrition and negative energy balance, and decline in physical function. For the successful treatment of cachexia, criteria of response must address all three of these domains.
For example, in analysis of clinical outcomes, patients with advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) enrolled on Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group clinical trials, a low body BMI was associated with a shorter survival compared to normal, but patients with a high BMI actually had a better survival compared to normal (4). In a retrospective observational study of patients with stages I–III colorectal cancer undergoing surgery, patients with a low BMI again had an increased hazard ratio for overall mortality, but an even more dramatic increase in overall mortality was seen in the obese population (5).

Thus, obesity and high BMI may have varying association with outcome depending on the disease state. In addition to understanding the important relationship of weight loss to BMI, it is important to understand the components of body composition included in BMI. The pioneering work of Kazemi-Bajestani and colleagues utilizing computed tomography to define muscle and fat wasting is critical to a more refined understanding of cachexia and potential measures that can be used to assess response to cachexia treatment (6). These investigators developed software that can be applied to standard cross-sectional CT imaging to quantitatively evaluate muscle and visceral, subcutaneous and intramuscular fat in CT scans. Their work and others have clearly demonstrated that the central issue in serial follow up of advanced cancer patients is the ongoing depletion of muscle (sarcopenia) that occurs. This loss of muscle mass is associated with increased toxicity from chemotherapy, prolonged length of hospital stay and postoperative complications after cancer surgery, and shorter survival.

Moreover, in the current epidemic of obesity, skeletal muscle depletion is a powerful prognostic factor which is independent of BMI (7). In this study, over 1,400 patients with lung or GI cancer were assessed at presentation for weight loss with measurement of lumbar skeletal muscle index (SMI) and mean muscle attenuation by computed tomography. Each of these variables were found to be prognostic for survival. For patients who had all 3 of these core prognostic variables, survival is 8.4 months, regardless of the patient’s BMI and in contrast, the patient who had none of these features, the survival was in excess of 28 months.

The importance of sarcopenia to outcome is not limited to advanced cancer patients. A study of over 3,000 women with stage II or III breast cancer were assessed by CT scan for the presence of sarcopenia, poor muscle quality and excess adiposity derived from clinically obtained CT scans (8). Among women with non-metastatic breast cancer, those with sarcopenia showed a higher overall mortality with
a hazard ratio of 1.41. Likewise, patients at the highest tertiles of total adipose tissue also showed a higher overall mortality of 1.35. The highest mortality was seen in patients with both sarcopenia and a high total adiposity score. These patients with sarcopenic obesity had a hazard ratio for mortality of 1.89. BMI alone was not significantly related to overall mortality and did not identify patients at risk.

Part of the relationship of body composition and outcome may be explained by response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy (9). Patients with a pathologic complete response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy were matched with controls who did not achieve a pathologic complete response, and body composition was analyzed between the two groups by computed tomography imaging. Overweight and obese patients treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy had a lower pathologic complete response rate and shorter progression free survival time. Among patients with a normal BMI, the pathologic complete response rate was actually better in the sarcopenic group. This suggests that skeletal muscle is a major contributor to the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of chemotherapy. It also explains why body composition per se is such a powerful predictor of toxicity.

In a study of 151 patients with early stage breast cancer, body composition metrics were determined by pretreatment computerized tomographic images in relationship to subsequent toxicity from anthracycline and taxane based chemotherapy (10). One third of patients developed grade 3/4 toxicity which was significantly higher in those with a low lean body mass (LBM) (relative rate 1.48). A low skeletal muscle gauge was calculated as the SMI divided by height squared times the skeletal muscle density. After adjusting for age and body surface area, a low skeletal muscle gauge was significantly associated with hematologic and gastrointestinal grade 3 and 4 toxicities, as well as hospitalization.

Thus, body composition can be an important determinant of likelihood of response to treatment as well as toxicity and suggests that body composition could be useful to develop better dosing paradigms for chemotherapy in different populations.

In addition to the importance of baseline skeletal muscle mass in predicting response and toxicity from chemotherapy in cancer patients, changes in skeletal muscle occur as a dynamic process during cancer treatment (11). In a series of patients receiving palliative chemotherapy with advanced lung cancer, almost half of the patients had a stable or increased muscle mass during chemotherapy. Nearly all of these patients had a tumor response to the chemotherapy, while the other patients with disease progression had ongoing skeletal muscle loss. The increase in muscle mass turned out to be a significant prognostic factor, compared to baseline sarcopenia alone, which wasn’t prognostic in this study.

The complex relationship between obesity, sarcopenia and cachexia was studied in a prospective evaluation of 200 patients with lung cancer (12). Routine staging CT was done before and after chemotherapy and a variety of body composition measures were determined. In general, increases were seen in a number of measures of adiposity while there were decreases in muscle area and muscle density measures after chemotherapy. These measures were not adequately predicted by BMI or weight loss alone, demonstrating the importance of the use of body composition analysis prior to and during treatment of cancer patients.

It is also important to put body composition in the context of aging. Muscle quality or strength mass ratio declines with aging, but it is highly variable across individuals (13). In a study, over 500 healthy men and women age 50 years and older were followed for an average of 4 years. Muscle quality showed a significant decline over time. Neither baseline weight or BMI were predictive of this decline, but higher total body fat mass and lower total lean mass at baseline predicted for a steeper decline in muscle quality over time. The conclusion of this study was that preventive strategies and the maintaining of muscle quality during aging should not focus on weight or BMI per se, but specifically target body composition features.

Summary of body composition measures

Cancer cachexia is defined by weight loss. Any criteria to assess treatment of cachexia must include a measure of reversal of the weight loss process. However, it is equally clear that measurement of weight and BMI alone are not sufficient parameters to assess response to treatment. Body composition has emerged as the most important measure to determine patients with or at risk of developing cachexia and muscle loss. Equally important is the need to be able to monitor patients over time to evaluate the impact of cancer, as well as cancer treatment on body composition. While DEXA scans and other applications can be considered for monitoring outcomes of patients with cancer cachexia, the availability of CT imaging and its standardization and assessment of tumor response along with the development of software that allows precise characterization of skeletal
muscle and fat mass provides an ideal tool that can be incorporated not only in clinical investigation, but potentially also in standard clinical practice.

**Nutritional endpoints**

The pathophysiology of cancer cachexia is characterized by a negative protein and energy balance and driven by abnormal metabolism (14). A significant component of the negative energy balance is related to decreased intake of food secondary to anorexia that may be associated with cancer per se or cancer treatment. In addition, physical factors may influence swallowing, such as patients with head and neck cancer receiving radiation treatment, for example. However, an important component in nutritional depletion of the cancer patient may be related to altered metabolism that may coexist with anorexia and reduced food intake.

The metabolic pathways that impact metabolism in cancer cachexia are complex (15). Mediators of cachexia include TNF-alpha, interleukin 6 and other inflammatory mediators. In addition, myostatin and activin play an important role in muscle loss. In the setting of cancer, neuroendocrine changes occur as a stress response with changes in the pituitary adrenal axis and reduced insulin sensitivity among others. A net effect is the state of hypermetabolism with total energy expenditure leading to a negative energy balance.

In such a complicated clinical environment, it is difficult to identify a solitary factor that would be a useful measure of response to therapy for cachexia. Biomarkers, while quite useful in understanding some of the pathophysiology of cachexia, they are less well established for clinical use (16). Of all the inflammatory markers, C-reactive protein has been widely studied in cachexia and is of prognostic significance, but has not been shown to be useful in identifying and monitoring patients with cancer cachexia. Numerous other biomarkers including parathyroid hormone related protein, insulin, cortisol and interleukin levels have been measured in laboratory and clinical studies of cachexia. But again, due to the complexity of the interaction of these cytokines and neuroendocrine signals, none of these have been established as a biomarker for detection or monitoring of patients with cachexia.

Another approach to metabolic assessment is resting energy expenditure which has been measured prospectively in cancer patients (17). In a study of 390 patients, nearly 50% were shown to be hypermetabolic. Compared to patients with normal metabolism, the hypermetabolic group were more likely to have a negative energy balance, weight loss >5%, performance status of 2 or greater and elevated CRP concentrations. In patients with metastatic disease, those with hypermetabolism had a reduced median survival compared to those with normal metabolism (14.6 vs. 21.4 months). Resting energy expenditure is the amount of energy that is expended in 24 hours by the body at rest and can be measured by direct or indirect calorimetry. The identification of patients with hypermetabolism may be useful in targeting nutritional interventions.

Although by definition cachexia cannot be fully reversed by nutritional support, serial studies of CT imaging in cancer patients have identified a window of anabolic potential early in the disease trajectory where there may be an opportunity for nutritional intervention to stop or reverse cachexia (18). Guidelines supporting nutritional screening and specific intervention to reduce malnutrition and the loss of muscle mass have been well studied (19). Stepwise nutritional interventions are recommended in screening and monitoring of patients with cancer to assess energy and substrate requirements. Of note, it is recommended clinically that nutritional care should be accompanied with exercise training. Further study in this area is needed, since despite a strong rationale for the use of exercise, a Cochrane systematic review found insufficient evidence in the safety and effectiveness of exercise in cancer cachexia patients (20).

A study to better understand this complex multifaceted syndrome of cancer cachexia is the MENAC trial (multimodal intervention in advanced cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy; NCT02330926) (21). This trial is looking at nutritional supplementation and advice, a home based self-assisted exercise program and anti-inflammatory medication to treat cachexia. A simple prospective clinical trial, the primary endpoint is to increase the body weight as described previously. While body composition may be a superior tool to understand the impact of cachexia, and therapeutic interventions in cachexia, body weight remains an important clinical endpoint for patients and family members.

**Summary of nutritional endpoints**

To better understand the multifactorial syndrome of cachexia, measurements of a variety of cytokines and other potential mediators for cachexia, along with sophisticated measures of energy expenditure are important investigative tools. However, in monitoring response to therapeutic
interventions for cachexia, whether pharmacologic or non-pharmacologic approaches are used, simple response endpoints of nutritional assessment of intake and body weight remain valuable and valid clinical endpoints.

**Progressive functional impairment**

The measurement of performance status in cancer patients is a time-honored tradition in oncology that has been well validated and a prognostic tool for overall survival (22). The performance status score is in fact a measure of functional decline that occurs as an inevitable part of the cachexia syndrome. Therefore, an important part of measuring response to therapeutic intervention for cachexia would be to show a reversal of that functional decline. Unfortunately that has been a very difficult task to date and certainly a major barrier to the approval of agents for cachexia by regulatory authorities.

While the relationship between muscle mass and muscle strength has been established, it is not clear whether higher muscle mass translates directly into greater muscle strength or whether increases in muscle strength lead to increase in muscle mass. In a population-based study of over 2,600 older individuals in the United States, there was a positive correlation between muscle mass and muscle strength. This correlation was independent of associations of age and gender with muscle mass and strength (23). It was noted that comorbid medical conditions are independent predictors of lower muscle strength in this population, including diabetes, heart failure, kidney disease and obesity, all of which modify the relationship between muscle mass and muscle strength. In another study of older adults with diabetes, arm and leg muscle mass were greater in patients with diabetes, but the muscle strength was lower than their corresponding counterparts (24). These differences were further impacted by longer duration of diabetes and poor glycemic control.

In a study of 1,500 hospitalized patients, assessed for weight loss, both men and women exhibited a stepwise decrease in hand grip strength with increasing weight loss. However, for patients with severe weight loss, further reduction of hand grip strength was significantly greater in men than women, emphasizing a dimorphic effect of cachexia on muscle strength (25).

The relationship between muscle mass and muscle function can be further complicated by measurements being used. In a study of 241 advanced cancer patients, cachexia was assessed by weight loss and BMI and muscle mass was determined by 3 different measurements, upper arm muscle area, computed tomography and bio-electrical impedance analysis. In addition, measurement of appetite, inflammation, muscle strength by hand grip, fatigue, quality of life and survival were all measured. All 3 measures of muscle differed in terms of percentage of patients who met criteria for cachexia by these studies, including variability in markers of inflammation and hand grip strength (26). With the impact of sex, comorbidity and different measurement techniques on muscle and muscle function, it is not surprising that it might be difficult to identify a gold standard for a functional measure of response to a therapeutic agent in cachexia.

In the ROMANA 1 and 2 trials, anamorelin, the ghrelin agonist was studied in randomized double-blind placebo-controlled trials in patients with advanced NSCLC and cachexia (27). Co-primary endpoints included median change in LBM and hand grip strength over 12 weeks. Despite significant increases in LBM in the anamorelin group compared to a decrease in the placebo group, no differences were seen in hand grip strength, which declined in both populations in both studies.

In the study of the selective androgen receptor modulator, enobosarm, in patients with advanced lung cancer undergoing initial platinum-based chemotherapy, co-primary endpoints were again chosen, but this time included LBM along with stair climb power as a measure of physical function (28). In these trials, clear association between enobosarm and improvement in LBM in the treatment group versus decline in LBM in the placebo group was demonstrated. However, there was an inconsistent effect on stair climb power between the two studies (29). Despite the improvement in LBM with both anamorelin and enobosarm, the lack of a correlation with a functional test led to the regulatory interpretation that these are negative trials. At present, neither anamorelin nor the enobosarm are approved for clinical use.

Another potential criteria for clinical benefit of agents in cachexia include patient reported outcomes. In the ROMANO trials, anamorelin was associated with a clear improvement in appetite as measured by the anorexia/cachexia scale as a functional assessment of anorexia/cachexia therapy (FAACT) (27). Of note, both trials also demonstrated that the anamorelin group had an average increase in weight from baseline of 1–2 kgs, while the control group showed a decline in body weight, thus correlating a patient reported outcome with improvement in weight and LBM. Despite confirmatory trials in Japan with these endpoints, approval of this agent is still pending (30).
The pathway forward for incorporation of functional measures of improvement of cachexia treatment is unclear. A promising agent such as anamorelin that reverses muscle loss associated with positive effects on patient reported outcomes of anorexia and increase in body weight would be viewed as clinically beneficial by both patients and providers. Other promising approaches are under study (31). Physical measurements used in clinical trials such as hand grip strength, stair climb power, 6-minute walk or other functional tests may be difficult to administer depending on the patient and may or may not be clinically meaningful endpoints. Actigraphy as well as patient reported outcomes that measure physical and functional activity are of interest, but these have not been formally tested in prospective phase III cachexia interventional studies.

Summary

The management of cancer cachexia remains a major unmet medical need. Even in its earliest stages, prior to clinical recognition, cachexia/muscle loss can impact response and toxicity from cancer treatment. As cachexia advances over time, there is associated decline in physical function and reduced survival. Measurements of response in cachexia interventional trials should continue to focus on reversal of weight loss and improvements in body composition, specifically LBM. Rather than focus on specific functional tasks, improvement in patient reported outcomes may be the most appropriate measure of clinical improvement. Due to the multifactorial nature of cachexia, multimodal interventional trials such as the MENAC study, provide the best opportunity to correlate response with a therapeutic intervention.
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